Everybody knows we still do not know the cause(s) of Behçet’s syndrome (BS). My intention is to discuss how, these days, we go about trying to improve this with particular emphasis on whether the in vogue lumping of BS with disease groups we know more about is fruitful. Humankind has the tendency to ascribe the unknown to the known. Hence, centuries ago, our ancestors named the new islands they discovered by sailing west from Europe, the West Indies. What is more, the French, Spanish and British had their own West Indies. Likewise BS, over the years, has been tried to be assigned to three main disease categories: the spondyloarthritides (SpA), the autoimmune diseases (AUID) and the more recent autoinflammatory diseases (AID).

I had almost started my academic career trying to reject the notion that BS was among the SpA (1). Apart from the obvious incongruent HLA associations the clinical pictures simply did not bear enough similarities. However, a low profile debate continued for many years. My default counter argument has been that some degree of increased sacroiliitis was also present in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and nobody would really include RA among the SpA. Later on, about a decade ago we noted that enthesitis, surely a pathology much in the realm of SpA, was also associated with a subgroup of our BS patients who predominantly had arthritis and acne (2). After this report we were immediately advised what we were saying was rather contrary to what we had been preaching all along. Our reply was simple. This subgroup of BS patients were still HLA B27 negative (3). Also we emphasised, as we still try to do, had all of us, students of BS, been busier finding out how BS differed from rather than looked like a disease group, perhaps our observations about enthesitis and BS would have come much earlier. I have to point out here that in later studies we also saw this rather unique subgroup of acne/arthritis/enthesitis also segregated separately in the families (4).

More recently the debate whether BS belongs to the SpA was rekindled and this time the elements of debate came not from simple radiography or now historical HLA typing by serology. There is evidence from the genetic association studies that mutations in the ERAP1 gene, ERAP1 being an important enzyme in the functionality of the Class I MHC loci like HLA B51, are associated with HLA B51 positive patients with BS (5, 6), HLA B27 positive patients with AS (7) as well as HLA-Cw6 positive patients with psoriatic arthritis (PsA) (8). On the other hand this association among the BS patients is in the opposite direction to what had been noted among the AS and PsA patients. Homozygosity in the ERAP1 mutations in HLA B51 positive patients confers increased disease risk in BS while they confer decreased risk in AS and PsA. Moreover, the ERAP1 association in BS has been noted in only a fraction of the BS patients (5, 6). What is what with the ERAP1 allele negative BS patients, however, is not discussed. Meanwhile we are told that this association does not hold true for the Japanese patients who, apparently carry this allele in very low frequencies (5). This is curious because we all know that the HLA B51 association was originally described among the Japanese BS patients (9). Do we then assume there is a molecule different from ERAP1 which alters the functionality of the Japanese patients who carry HLA B51? Finally, it is worth noting what we have at hand is somewhat different from the situation where one finds any one allele is
considered the hallmark of AIDs while problems in innate immunity are widely acknowledged as being much more important in AIUDs, we are about to discuss in relation to BS. I also briefly point out here that there have been proponents of super-lumping, the main lump of SpA in the AID (21) since problems with innate immunity in SpA are considered more important than those of acquired immunity, just as considered in AID. The inclusion of BS in the third and the most recent lump, that of AID, is also somewhat problematic. As we had already pointed out years ago (22), BS starting with its usual onset in early adult life and its complex genetic association actually has little resemblance to classic onset AIUDs with their usual onset in the paediatric age and monogenic, Mendelian inheritance pattern. Of course, yet another small lump comes to the rescue. There are monogenic and complex AIDs. Hard to take issue against, really.

More recently, yet another important asymmetry has been highlighted between BS and AIDs. Vasculitis, a hallmark of BS, is uncommon in AIDs apart from the occasional association with FMF (23). Discussing clinical similarities a good example of the zealousness to include BS among the AIDs had been the proposal that uveitis, almost the hallmark of BS is also shared, for example, by Blau syndrome among AID (24). In this analogy the totally different nature of the uveitis in Blau syndrome (sarcoid eye disease) from what one sees in BS is singularly neglected.

MEFV mutations in familial Mediterranean fever (FMF) and their association with BS is also worth discussing here. On one hand, after the bright-line announcement of MEFV mutations as the cause of FMF almost 2 decades ago (25, 26), it is now apparent that this is debatable (27). I had all along suspected it would come to this since no population specificity was available with the initial findings, since by the nature of the methodology used (positional cloning) no patients with other diseases had been studied to give us more information about disease specificity. In time an association of the MEFV mutations with BS (28, 29) were observed and this has also been used as another reason to include BS among the AIDs. To me this is quite similar to the proposed ERAF-AS-PsA -BS association I discuss above where an important molecule common and perhaps important in the pathogenesis of separate morbid entities is again being used to announce likeness. Perhaps an example outside medicine will help what I am trying to say. I am sure Istanbul, New York and Paris have many problems, like air pollution, traffic, sewage disposal, etc. in common. On the other hand can we really say they are the same, or even rather alike?

It is apparent that I am enthusiastic in proposing a splitter’s, rather than a lumpers approach to decipher BS. It is, as if, whenever a molecular/genetic perturbation in one biologic pathway in a certain medical condition (like AS) is observed and this is followed by the recognition of more or less similar perturbation in another condition (like BS) the two conditions are lumped. Why do we shy away from starting first to consider both AS and BS as construct-diseases. That is we do not know their exact aetiology(s), pathogenesis and in many instances their disease expression, course, response to therapy and outcomes differ. In brief, they differ considerably from “real-diseases” like septic arthritis or gout and thus, should better perhaps be labelled as “construct-diseases”. Granted some of the elements of these constructs are stronger like the HLA B27 and sacroiliitis in AS and uveitis and scrotal ulcers in BS. However, I strongly suggest that a biologic perturbation we observe in one important immunologic/inflammatory pathway which might not even be in the same direction as I indicate above (5, 6) – should not prompt us to immediately lump the two constructs together. Would it not be more fruitful to use our more precise knowledge and base our research efforts on teasing out the differences in our construct-diseases first? On the other hand, we should meanwhile not ever forget we must also seek precision in our non-molecular observations as well. Is it
not unfortunate that all the fine GWAS data at hand contain rather limited or no information about the phenotypes of the patients studied? Another important issue is the relative paucity of self-criticism in basic science work (30). I argue that less bright line and more self-critical basic science reporting will lead to more rapid progress.

Finally, I find it amusingly surprising that many of the reasons for the current lumping are derived from precise knowledge thanks to the molecular advances. These, I am told, also herald precision medicine which, in turn, evangelises personalised medicine, an ideal precision medicine which, in turn, advances. These, I am told, also herald genetic knowledge thanks to the molecular advances.
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